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15 finalists will be participating to the final phase from 6 to 13 May 2017

Genoa, May 5, 2017 - The wonderful scenario of the  Phoenix Theatre on board Costa Luminosa will represent the
stage for the final phase of Queen of Poland 2017.

Queen of Poland has been made up by a series of artistic events which took place in 15 regions of Poland during
2017 and it is organized by Maxima Models Agency in Poland, representing the Polish edition of the international
beauty pageant Queen of the World. The winner of the 2011 edition, Mrs Natalia Weso³owska, participated and won
the Queen of the World contest.

The 15 finalists who will be on board from next May 6 to May 13 have been selected among the 100 ladies who
attended the Semifinal in the Radisson Hotel in Warsaw.

Similarly to preliminary events, the final phase is broadcasted by Polsat polish television,  Radio RMF MAXXX and
covered by the local edition of Cosmopolitan magazine.

During the final gala on May 12 finalists will compete on 4 different stage presentations and catwalks: sport clothes,
wedding dresses, lingerie and evening dresses.

The Costa Luminosa is one of the 15 attractive members of the Costa fleet:  on board the participants will find the
inimitable Italian hospitality and style. The ship combines the very best of the innovative Italy's Finest Costa product:
fine food & wine, wellness, entertainment, relaxation, art, great atmosphere, as well as intimate settings for couples
and families.  

State-of-the-art technology will provide stunning light and color effects to this glamour event and will embody a perfect
location for the stunning beauties competing for Queen of Poland 2017.

Among the different leading-edge on board innovations the Phoenix theatre is a highly sophisticated structure with a
surface area of 1300 m², arranged on 3 levels, with a height of about 10 meters, and seating capacity of over 800. It
features amenities and technology setting an example for similar entertainment facilities built ashore.  In particular,
advanced  "LED" technology will ensure a special effects capability so spectacular as to constitute, in itself, a "show
within the show".

More information about Queen of Poland 2017 are available through the website:

http://www.maxima-models.pl/aktualnosci/47-queen-of-poland-2017
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